
The Clubshopper Action Plan

The Clubshopper Action Plan Vs. The
bizarre  tendency  to  complicate
simple things
People always tend to imagine things more complicated than
they actually are, and what is even worse, the vast majority
of people tend to think and imagine the obstacles they could
probably find on their way rather than keep their thoughts and
their imagination on the outcome they’re dreaming about.

That’s why, instead of achieving results and manifesting their
dream, they stagnate in the status quo.

Which is a very weird and illogical attitude. Isn’t it?

In fact, if when you think about what you want, you feel good,
and if when you feel good, you are in a positive attraction
mode, your main goal should not be to identify the best aspect
of everything, to look for everything that makes you feel
better, and to stop thinking about the potholes that could be
in the roads?

It is, therefore, obvious that we should
all simply strive to see only what we
want.
It’s not a difficult decision to make, and it can have a major
influence on what we attract into our lives.

It, therefore, goes without saying that an essential rule for
obtaining what you want in life is the following:

if something makes us feel good, we give it our complete
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attention; if it doesn’t make us feel good, we don’t even
take it into consideration.

Let’s  remember  that  up  to  now,  we  have  created  and  will
continue to create anything on which we focus our attention
and emotion.

This is why it is essential to understand the Clubshopper
Business Cycle and often play with the income calculator and
get excited, dreaming about what our life would be like with
that kind of passive income.

That being said, let’s see the ultra-condensed Clubshopper
Business Cycle.

Mastering the Clubshopper Business
Cycle

In this lesson, we won’t delve into the details of the fe-
Commerce  movement  and  philosophy,  as  we’ve  covered  those
extensively  in  other  instances.  Here,  we’ll  simplify  the



essential steps that can potentially elevate the quality of
life for hundreds of millions of people, helping them earn a
few hundred dollars more per month or even millions per year,
depending on their perception of what’s achievable.

Within  the  first  48  hours  of
registration,  every  Clubshopper  should
complete these crucial steps:

Activate  Your  JumpStart:  Begin  by  activating  your1.
JumpStart option and validating it with a purchase from
the Clubshop Outlet. Choose from tens of thousands of
available products to experience your first fe-Purchase
and earn a 10% cashback. SMART TIP: Not sure what to
buy? How about our exceptional fe-Café?
Invite Six Like-Minded Individuals: Encourage six people2.
you know and like to scan your QR Code to register for
free as fe-Clubshoppers, just like you did. Help them
validate their JumpStart options as well.
Teach Duplication: Educate your new fe-Clubshoppers on3.
how to replicate these three straightforward steps.

By  utilizing  the  TNT  Earnings  Calculator,  you’ll  quickly
realize the extraordinary potential of generating significant
passive income with ZERO INVESTMENT OR COST, all thanks to the
advanced Clubshop fe-Commerce infrastructure provided to you
for free.

“But wait, people have to spend at least
$30 on products!”
No, they are simply replacing their regular purchases with fe-
Commerce purchases.

Let’s illustrate with an example: Imagine a family of four
consuming two coffee capsules per person daily, totaling 8
capsules per day or 240 capsules per month (equivalent to 24
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packs of 10 capsules each).

If you typically spend $5.50 per pack, you’d be spending $132
per month on coffee alone. Even if we consider a more modest
scenario, say $66 per month in coffee expenses, it’s still
significant.

Now, instead of spending that $66 elsewhere, you leverage the
fe-Commerce ecosystem, especially the Clubshop Outlet if you
want to get 10% Cashback instantly credited to your account.
This way, you not only avoid increasing your regular expenses,
but you also earn a 10% cashback on your coffee purchases from
Clubshop Outlet, putting $6.6 back in your pocket every month
for enjoying your favorite brew

“But what about shipping costs?” you might ask. Well, often,
with larger orders, shipping becomes free. However, even if
you do pay for shipping, who’s concerned about shipping fees
when you can earn substantial money every month at no extra
cost by purchasing the things you already buy daily?

It’s  time  to  get  fired  up  and  take
action!
Theory alone holds no value without tangible steps toward your
goal.

Replace your fears with your dreams and follow this action
plan NOW:

Click here to play and get excited by exploring the TNT1.
Earnings Calculator.
Complete the five short lessons, starting with “Will I2.
be able to succeed?”
Encourage six people to scan your QR Code and register3.
for free as fe-Clubshoppers, enabling them to earn a 10%
Cashback on their everyday coffee expenses.
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Stop  finding  excuses,  and  start  your
journey toward financial freedom today!


